
6 Live Films on Stage: 
The Builders Association 

The work of The Builders Association straddles both the theatre of 
attractions tradition and the more critical Piscatorian tradition. 
Employing video dramatically, didactically, and in a choric way, as 
well as exploiting opportunities provided by live relay, computer ani
mation and editing to work innovatively at the interface between live 
and mediated performers, the company's increasingly hypermediatic 
productions have led to them being seen as at the forefront of experi
ment in this area. 

The company was established in 1993 by Marianne Weems, Jeff 
Webster, Jennifer Tipton and others, to present a version of Ibsen's 
The Master Builder. 1 Weems previously worked with Richard 
Foreman, Meredith Monk and Mabou Mines, and was Dramaturg 
and Assistant Director with The Wooster Group from 1988 to 1994, 
during which time Webster also performed with it. Tipton, an 
acclaimed lighting designer, has worked with The Wooster Group and 
Robert Wilson amongst others. Subsequently, another key collabora
tor has been video designer Christopher Kondek, who has also 
worked frequently with The Wooster Group, Laurie Anderson and 
Robert Wilson. 

The company's handling of video initially shared some similarities 
with The Wooster Group's approach, but it quickly developed a dis
tinctive style of its own, which both uses video technology more 
expansively and concerns itself more overtly with screen culture and 
the impact of technology on contemporary culture as a subject. 
Believing that electronic media can reanimate theatre, Weems argues 
that 'screen culture has become the dominant means of artistic expres
sion, and if you're going to be a functioning artist in the world today 
you have to grapple with that on some level' (Interview, 2003 ). 
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The 'screen' here also encompasses the computer screen - which 
soon supplemented monitors and projection screens in the company's 
shows. While the first two productions reworked classic texts with live 
and pre-recorded video material delivered on monitors, thereafter, 
wide-screen video projection has played an increasing role, along with 
complex use of digital animation and rendering techniques. This shift 
has accompanied a move towards basing productions on 'real-life' sto
ries rather than fictional texts. The focus of discussion here will be on 
these later productions. Weems describes the company as constructing 
them 'like a live film on stage ... you see the technicians and perform
ers working in concert together, like a chamber orchestra, to create 
this overall spectacle' (ibid.). Much of the video material is mixed live 
on stage and the performers perform much of the time for the battery 
of cameras that relay their actions, confounding the sort of distinc
tions critics since Walter Benjamin have made between stage acting as 
being for an audience and screen acting for a camera (Benjamin, 1973, 
222-4). In Builders Association productions performances are largely 
predicated upon electronic mediation. Weems rejects any suggestion 
that the performances are not also geared towards the audience, sug
gesting that the simultaneous viewing of the performers and the medi
ation of their performances provides spectatorial pleasure: 

All the actors have learnt to perform along this spectrum from naturalism to this 
mediated performing, where they're st ill very conscious of the aud ience. So that, 
though they 're facing a camera, they're playing to an audience beyond the cam
era, out there, and that they pace things and use the camera to create different 
expressions under different circumstances. (Ibid.) 

Although Weems describes the use of video in Master Builder (1994) 
as 'relatively primitive', the production was a striking response to the 
play. Using an abridged text and performed in contemporary dress, it 
was presented in an industrial warehouse in New York. The set con
sisted of a wooden house, sections of which were demolished during 
the performance, revealing the rooms within; eventually it was split in 
two. The gradual revelation and destruction echoed the dramatic 
movement of the play itself, as the secrets of the family and the disinte
gration of the relationship between Solness and his wife are uncovered. 
The house was wired with MIDI triggers which the performers acti
vated, setting off various sound effects. Most rooms contained a video 
monitor. Reflecting the distance betwee·n them, Soilless's wife spent 
much of the performance sitting alone, while Solness himself moved 
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about the house, drilling and hammering. The performers generally 
spoke into hand-held microphones, with the intimacy of their speech 
backed by ambient music, while video showed close-ups of the speaker 
or shots of other occupants of the house. Pre-recorded film appeared 
occasionally: for example, when Solness tells Hilde how he used to 
imagine his earlier house burning down, the monitors moved from a 
close-up of the side of Hilde's head to displaying a clip from a black 
and white silent-era film showing a woman running out of a burning 
house- while over the dialogue a fire-station telephone operator could 
be heard. 

Imperial Motel (Faust) and Jump Cut (Faust) 

Master Builder was followed by The White Album (1995), created 
with students from New York University's Experimental Theater 
Wing. It overlapped the actions of a band working on some songs 
from The Beatles' The White Album with those of performers in a 
neighbouring studio recording Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit, with much 
of the action relayed onto three large monitor screens. The next pro
duction, Imperial Motel (Faust), a co-production with Zurich's 
Theater Neumarkt in 1996, incorporated for the first time the large
scale projection that has characterised subsequent work. This was 
then reworked in the US as Jump Cut (Faust), in which version it also 
toured Europe. While initiating a new phase in their handling of video, 
these multi-layered responses to the Faust myth also marked the end of 
the company's early phase of playing with classic texts. 

Weems researched the Faust story extensively, exploring its irrever
ent handling in popular puppet shows of the 17th and 18th centuries, 
as well as the plays of Marlowe and Goethe, and film versions by 
Georges Melies (1905), Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau (1926) and Gustav 
Griindgens (1963) . Exploring Goethe's sources, she encountered tran
scripts of the 1772 trial of a chambermaid who killed her baby and 
whose story inspired Goethe's treatment of Gretchen. Weems commis
sioned John Jesurun to create a text for the show. Much of Jesurun's own 
work as a writer and director in New York since the 1980s also made use 
of video and Weems worked with him and Ron Vawter on Philoctetes in 
1993.2 The resulting text, seemingly set initially in a motel room on 
Highway 66 in Arizona, is a witty updating that mixes contemporary 
slang and references with echoes of Goethe and Murnau.3 Its jarring 
shifts of tone may surprise spectators who associate the Faust legend 
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with tragedy, but in fact recalls the way Goethe's version exhibits 'an 
overwhelming disrespect for etiquette' and 'abounds in doggerel, slang 
and jokes' (Kaufman, 1963, 4 ). 

Discussion here will focus on the Jump Cut version. The Swiss pro
duction included many of the same elements, but much of the dialogue 
was doubled in German (with there being two Fausts and Gretchens) 
and Mephistopheles was played by a woman. Weems saw the second 
version, which lasted just over an hour, as stripping out material from 
the first and creating a 'jump cut' version. Material relating to the 
Griindgens film was cut, with the Murnau film providing a spine 
around which the production was built.4 

The production was structured around thirteen scenes, preceded by 
a brief prologue. The early scenes in which Faust summons 
Mephistopheles and makes his pact with him largely mimicked, and 
were interwoven with, footage from Murnau. Faust's subsequent 
adventures with Mephistopheles and Gretchen were based on 
Jesurun's texts, although they also incorporated imagery drawn from 
Murnau and others. In the spirit of Melies as much as Murnau, the 
complex interweaving of the various sources played off the story's fas
cination with mischief, magic and transformation, while also bringing 
out thematic concerns with humankind's desire for knowledge and 
power over nature and the contemporary technological ramifications 
of this. 

The set essentially consisted of bare stage-flats delineating a bare 
room, above which a large projection screen spanned the width of the 
stage; about six metres in length by two metres high, it consisted of 
three sections, each served by a video projector. With cameras dotted 
about the place and technicians working them and the visible mixing 
desks, the overall atmosphere suggested a television studio, signalling 
the way the production was creating 'a live film on stage'. The live 
relay of onstage action and its mixing with recorded material effec
tively drew spectatorial attention to the projected action for the most 
part, although this focus was in constructive tension with a viewing of 
the onstage performances feeding into the projections. Four scenes will 
serve to illustrate the production's layering of live and mediated, tex
tual and filmic sources, and comic 'attractions' with more serious con
cerns: the opening scene, a Melies-like drive through the heavens, a 
trial scene and the closing scene. 

Murnau's (silent, black and white) film begins with a sense of loom
ing destruction, with the (written) epigraph, 'Behold! The portals of 
Darkness are open and the shadows of the Dead hunt over the earth.' 
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While the camera travels around Faust's bustling city, Mephistopheles 
bets the Angel Gabriel that he can persuade Faust to surrender his 
soul. A dark cloud covers the city and plague descends upon it. Faust, 
despairing of finding a cure, burns his bible and summons the Devil to 
assist him. Drawing on the atmosphere of all this, Jesurun's prologue 
evokes a modern-day apocalyptic image, beginning with a letter being 
spoken by a man to his lover: 

Dear one, I'm writing to you from an airplane above your country. The computer 
breakdown is still affecting most of the hemisphere. (Jesurun, 2004, 98) 

The writer goes on to report that her city has been destroyed and he 
assumes that she will not in fact receive the letter. (The atmosphere of 
impending apocalypse and the global computer breakdown here 
resemble the 1991 Wim Wenders film Until The End of the World.) 

In The Builders Association staging, Jeff Webster stands, dimly lit, 
reading the letter aloud, while projected above is pre-recorded back
shot video of him driving along an open road- seemingly at odds with 
the description of him in a plane. However, as he describes his plane 
circling above the smoking city, the road gives way to images of 
swirling clouds. When Webster, in a long coat and a Mediaeval cap, 
begins to fiddle with some crucibles and test tubes, live relay of this 
alternates with footage from Murnau's film showing an old bearded 
Faust similarly occupied. This is flanked by Gothic script on either 
side: 'A knave like all the others he preaches good and does evil. He 
seeks to turn base metal into gold!' Webster holds a large book up and 
a wind-machine blows its pages, as he invokes the 'spirit of darkness'. 
As a voice whispers, 'Come forth demon of evil', this title, from the 
Murnau fi lm, is projected on the upper screens- before they are filled 
with burning flames and Webster's image is superimposed. This com
posite image alternates with Murnau shots of Faust in a ring of flames. 
Immediately, the production establishes the way it will continue to col
lide together Mediaeval language, early cinema, and contemporary 
language, technology and imagery, and displays its underlying fascina
tion with magic and transformation. 

When Mephistopheles (David Pence) appears, Faust bargains with 
him for 'four and twenty years living in all voluptuousness'. As Faust 
cuts his arm to seal the bargain in blood, the upper screens show a 
close-up, before revealing the words 'Homo Fuge' (Flee, man) written 
in blood. When the aggressively cynical Mephistopheles tells Faust 
about how he was hurled out of heaven, Pence and Webster both play 
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directly to onstage cameras and speak into microphones (rather than 
to each other), with their faces shown in alternating close-up on the 
upper central screen. Weems later reflected, 'Faust was kind of hilari
ous, because we had something like six or eight cameras planted all 
over the stage; it was really about the actors learning to hit their marks 
and hold the mike out of the frame, and adopt this whole cinematic 
acting style on stage' (Interview, 2003 ). 

The enlarged filmic doubling of the performers marks the way both 
characters adopt grandstanding rhetorical positions; this estranging of 

Figure 18 Jump Cut (Faust) 
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the text is reinforced by the occasional projection of the text itself onto 
the screens. Mephistopheles promotes himself as the source of motion 
and energy in what would otherwise be a static universe. He com
plains that God punished him because he introduced the idea of love 
into the universe: 

And the universe moved. Galaxies shifted. Time began. Everything moved. You 

understand, it had never moved once since time began. It was a frozen beauty. 1 

just put a little flame under it. How did I know it would melt into another reality? 

And was he pissed. (Jesurun , 2004, 101)5 

The pastiched grand metaphysics of the opening pact are followed 
by the comic seductions of Gretchen (Heaven Phillips, in white mini
skirt and boots) and her Aunt Marthe (Moira Driscoll, in voluminous 
Mediaeval dress echoing Murnau). Accompanied by techno music, the 
performers move into a comically stylised disco dance, while the pro
jection above alternates between moments of live relay and moments 
from Murnau, culminating in Phillips swooning in Webster's arms, 
echoing exactly a Murnau shot. 

The model for the following sequence is more Melies than 
Murnau, as Mephistopheles takes the others on a manic ride across 
the heavens that recalls the celestial journey in Merry Frolics of 
Satan. The four actors assemble in front of a blue screen and mimic 
riding in a car, while the projection above mixes in scenery to show 
them first driving along a road ('the driveway to Hell') and then 
through the starry heavens, as they comment on various sights and 
passers-by. They squabble, knock down a 'hellhound', spot General 
Custer, John Lennon and Cleopatra en route, and almost hit a 
woman who turns out to be Faustus' secretary Rhonda Kindermord. 
The irreverent atmosphere is underlined when Webster, thrown 
about in the speeding car, begins singing The Beach Boys' 'Help, 
Help Me Rhonda'. 

The subsequent birth and death of Gretchen's child is preceded by 
Murnan's scene-title, 'And has borne a little child in the depth of win
ter'. In low light, and filmed in black and white, Mephistopheles pours 
flour through a sieve onto Gretchen, who has a cloak drawn up 
around her head and swaddling cloths in her arms: the projected shot 
reconstructs exactly Murnan's depiction of Gretchen stranded in the 
falling snow. The constructed pathos of the moment is both played 
and undercut through the revelation of the flour and sieve. 
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Figure 19 Jump Cut (Faust) 

Goethe's scenes in which Gretchen is condemned and Faust visits 
her in prison are then given a bizarre twist. Drawing on the 1772 trial 
referred to earlier, a conflated figure of Gretchen and Rhonda 
Kindermord (Child-murderer) undergoes an elaborate show-trial. 
Relayed live on the upper screens, Mephistopheles and Faustus stride 
and pose in the manner of television courtroom dramas; prosecuting, 
Mephistopheles claims the child was the product of a rape and calls on 
'baby Kindermord' to appear and testify - the baby is represented on 
video by a flickering light. Although Gretchen is eventually acquitted, 
Faust visits her in prison, as in Goethe's text. Where Goethe's 
Gretchen repents of the death of their child, Jesurun has 
Gretchen/Kindermord thank Faust for getting her off the hook, admit 
to having killed the baby, and ask him to run off with her. As Faust 
attacks her, the video shows Gretchen's face morphing into 
Mephistopheles' face: Gretchen has in fact been Mephistopheles in 
disguise. 

As Faust exits, the screens are filled once more with the opening 
image of flying through the clouds, while Webster recites a letter to 
Gretchen. The impression now is of a complete technological and 
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political breakdown, a world in which 'There will be no tomorrow 
tomorrow. No today today.' Out of fuel, the writer's plane floats 
above 'the dissolving city', but he says: 

I think I've found a place where I know I can be forever. What this has to do with 
God or the devil , I'll never know. Surf's up. See you there. (Jesurun, 2004, 127) 

As the clouds part, it becomes evident that the flyer is over a 
Mediaeval German city- but with a swastika on one of its towers. The 
film is an excerpt from Leni Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will, the city 
is Nuremberg, and the plane is Hitler's, taking him to the infamous 
Nuremberg rally. 

The complex intertextuality of this ending requires some unpacking. 
Contrary to Marlowe's tragic ending, where Faust is swallowed into 
Hell, Goethe ends with a host of heavenly angels saving Faust's soul 
from the Devil. Visions of his soul being carried through the clouds, 
which part to reveal the beauties of nature, lead towards Gretchen's 
appearance amongst a crowd of penitents. Faust and she are reunited 
in Heaven, while the last lines praise the 'Eternal Feminine that lures 
to perfection'. The videotaped flight through clouds and Faust's part
ing statement that the surf's up and he will meet Gretchen there 
become a compressed, irreverent echo of Goethe's final epiphany. 
However, the concurrent revelation of the identity of the city he is fly
ing over (and a textual comparison with the destruction of Dresden in 
1945) strikes a discordant note. Noting Kaufman's view of 'Western 
civilisation as a Faustian culture' (1963, 22) and recalling also how 
Stein's Faust symbolised the ambiguous gains of the Enlightenment 
project, the Promethean, alchemical, Enlightenment tradition Faust 
has come to represent seems, in contrast to Goethe's comic ending, to 
be presented here as leading to the horrors of the Nazis. 

Although the compression and ambiguous tone is in keeping with 
the continual tensions played out between Mediaeval story, 19th
century text, early film and contemporary political and technological 
context, the injection of such political implications here may initially 
appear somewhat surprising in a production seemingly dominated by 
comic pastiche of its sources, and in which spectatorial pleasure 
largely derives from the portrayal of Mephistopheles as a cynical 
prankster and from the playful interweaving of the live action, its 
videotaped representation and Murnau's romantic film version. The 
reviewer for Le Monde overstates the case when suggesting, 'The myth 
of Faust is no more than a pretext for John Jesurun's verbal fantasies 
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and for a layering game in which one is easily lost'(Le Monde, 
25th March, 1998). Nevertheless, Weems seems to accept that the sort 
of postmodern playing with classical texts associated with The 
Wooster Group and with The Builders Association's early productions 
had played itself out, when she suggests her subsequent turn 

from canon ical texts to works based on real phenomena in the wider world is 
based on my burgeoning interest in reaching a wider audience. There's often 
something inherently hermetic in starting out with a theatrical text that may mean 
something to people inside of theatre, but outside of theatre I think many of those 
facets have gone kind of cold. (Interview, 2003) 

Weems here reflects a broader disenchantment in the 1990s with 
what some saw as the excesses of postmodern intertextual play; she 
also implicitly establishes an independent line of development for The 
Builders Association away from that of The Wooster Group. If the 
Faust productions' merging of live relay and pre-recorded film marked 
an important step on the path towards creating 'live film on stage', the 
next project, Jet Lag (1998), marked an even stronger shift in terms of 
the source materials used and demonstrated an increasing interest in 
the place of technology as a running theme in the company's work. 

Jet Lag 

A man sets out on a solo round the world sailing race, falls into diffi
culties, sails in circles for eight months, · while creating a fictional 
account of a circumnavigation of the globe, before finally throwing 
himself overboard. A woman kidnaps her grandson and flies the 
Atlantic 167 times in six months, living in planes and airports, before 
finally dying of jet lag in mid-flight. Seen as emblematic of the distor
tions of time and space which have accompanied developments in 
modern transport and communications technologies, these real-life sto
ries formed the basis of Jet Lag, a collaboration with architects 
Diller + Scofidio. The production played in contrasting ways with the 
means by which the central figures attempted, with fatal consequences, 
to escape from daily life into an almost virtual world of travel. It 
employed video primarily for scenographic purposes, but it worked sig
nificant variations on the conventional methods of doing so. 

Part One was based on the story of Donald Crowhurst, a Briton 
who set sail from Devon in 1968. After a couple of thousand miles, 
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realising that his trimaran would not get him round the world, 
Crowhurst began falsifying reports to race headquarters in Britain, 
while he sailed off the coast of Argentina for 86 days. All the while he 
kept two logs - one charting his real position, the other a fictional 
account of a trip through the Roaring Forties and across the Southern 
Pacific. Eventually, he headed home, reporting positions that showed 
him vying for first place. While the British media were celebrating his 
heroic voyage, Crowhurst, fearing his deception would be discovered 
and increasingly losing his grip on reality, threw himself overboard 
with his ship's clock, a few days from home. 

The Builders Association changed the protagonist to Roger Dearborn, 
an American sailing from Nantucket, and had him concoct a video-diary 
of his supposed journey, while also maintaining his pretence in occa
sional radio-calls back to his wife. This allowed parallels to evolve 
between the way technology may be used to create a persuasively realis
tic fiction and the way Dearborn used technology to create a fictional 
persona and voyage. As Jeff Webster and the technical crew are shown 
creating the fictional Dearborn for the audience, so Dearborn is shown 
creating a fictional self-portrait for his audience. Here the making of a 
'film onstage' formally echoes the subject matter of self-invention. 

The set for this first part consists of three main elements: down
stage, a long table fronted by a Liquid Crystal Display screen (able to 
switch from transparent to opaque), behind which three performers 
play a radiophone-operator, Dearborn's wife, a publicist, and a 
reporter; up-centre, a large projection screen; and centre-left, a stool in 
front of a smaller screen, along with a tripod camera and various sail
ing paraphernalia. The show begins with Webster casually organising 
props and video equipment as he prepares to assume the role of an 
intrepid sailor. A video seascape is rear-projected onto the small screen 
behind him, as he sits and begins speaking to camera. The resulting 
composite video, seemingly of a sailor at sea, is projected onto the 
large screen, while Webster talks about the anticipated trials and tribu
lations of eight months at sea. During the rest of the performance the 
small screen provides changing backdrops for his video diary. At one 
point, Webster asks the technician, 'Do you have, like, a stormy sea? 
Dramatic, that's it.' As crashing waves appear, accompanied by appro
priate sound effects, Webster dons wet-weather gear, sprays water 
over his face, and rocks about on his stool, creating a convincing pic
ture on the main screen of a storm-tossed mariner - while also pro
ducing spectatorial pleasure at the divergence between what we see of 
his onstage activities and the dramatic video he creates. 
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Figure 20 Jet Lag 

The production continually plays with such analogies between 
Webster's job as an actor and Dearborn's 'performance'. Interspersed 
with his speeches to camera while supposedly sailing, the radio-calls to 
his wife (Heaven Phillips) move between awkward intimacies and 
banalities about supplies. While carefully orchestrated sound effects of 
radio static effectively suggest a sense of the difficulties of communi
cation across a supposed distance of thousands of miles, the fictional 
picture thus created is counterpointed by the onstage presence of 
Phillips lit behind the screen only a few feet away: again, the produc
tion draws attention as much to its processes of construction as to 
what is constructed. 

The story concludes with a report that Dearborn is feared lost at 
sea, only days before completing his voyage. On the large screen a red 
line tracks down a map of the Atlantic, plotting his actual course, 
while the reporter tells of growing suspicions about Dearborn's 
reports. Lit behind the LCD screen, his wife and publicist describe 
how the tapes and documents on his abandoned boat revealed his 
deception. The reporter delivers a damning epitaph, 'To put it bluntly, 
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he never even did it.' Whil~ there is a certain dramatic pathos in this as 
a comment on Dearborn, m the context it might also be interpreted a 
a meta theatrical comment on the gap between what is purported! s 
presented as a 'picture of reality' on video and what actually goes int~ 
the making of such representations. 

The second part of Jet Lag draws on the story of Sarah Krassnoff, a 
74-year-old woman who, in 1971, flew continuously with her grand
son to and fro between New York and Amsterdam, in order to thwart 
his fat~er's ~ttempts to g.ain cu~tody. Although based on this story, 
~hat little dmlogu~ there 1s prov1des no exploration of the originating 
d1spute or the feelmgs of the boy. Instead, the focus is on the experi
ence of constant travel and the airport as a site. Airports are, of course 
a favourite topos for writers about postmodernity: the overwhelmin~ 
plethora of continually changing screens, signs and announcements in 
different languages; the cloned shopping malls; the estranging sense of 
suspended time, as people wait in places where time is both all-impor
tant (getting to the gates on time) and yet distorted, as food outlets 
simultaneously serve breakfasts and dinners to travellers whose body 
clocks are at variance with 'local' time; the way they operate as a tran
sient 'non-places' of arrival and departure, populated fleetingly by a 
stream of passengers whose flights may be the locus of diverse desires 
and aspirations.6 All these are grist to the mill of theorists and Paul 
Virilio is cited in the Programme for Jet Lag as describing Sarah 
Krassnoff as a 'contemporary heroine who lived in deferred time'. One 
can hardly imagine what it must have been like to spend six months 
moving in and out of airports and planes, yet, in the space of half an 
hour, this section of Jet Lag effectively evokes the disorienting atmos
phere of air travel, mainly thanks to its use of CGI and a complex 
soundtrack. 

The comparatively simple technology of the first half, with the 
almost 'home movie' feel to the creation of the fake video-log, gives 
way in this part to much more hi-tech imagery, as wide-screen CG 
images of the interior and exterior of a trans-Atlantic jet and an air
port dominate the space and the performers. Where Webster actively . 
engages in the creation of Dearborn's fictitious account, Ann Carlson 
and Dale Soules (as the renamed Doris Schwartz and her grandson 
Lincoln) are more like puppet-figures set against a constantly changing 
and disorienting backdrop. While their minimal exchanges create a 
sense of the exhaustion and monotony of their lives, it is the animated 
scenery that stars here. The scale of the projection comes into its own 
recalling Svoboda's large-scale projection in shows such as Odysseus: 
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~h Doris and the boy use a moving walkway, he stands behind her 
w en . f d' 
, ushing' her wheelchair while they talk: they. are, m. act, stan mg 
P.ll while the diorama-like video creates the 1mpress10n of passmg 
~~lls as they supposedly move along. They take an escalator, and the 
video tracks up past the adJacent wmdows to the outs1de world, show
. Ja

11
es taking off At another pomt, they arrange themselves on a 

lllg p . . f f 
f Chairs while the v1deo shows enlarged CCTV-style ootage o 

set 0 · · II h them creating a temporary encampment man actual a1rport. A. t e 
· a soundtrack of plane noises, airport announcements, and msls-

tnne f d. 1 · d 
tent electronic chords, contributes to an atmosphere o 1s ocauon an 

dissociation. . 
The final moments of the production double the sense of allen-

arion that pervades the presentation of the story. An announcer 

O
rts Doris's death in mid-flight from New York, while the screen 

~ . h . 
fills with the sort of route-trackmg map found on planes, s ?wmg 
the path of her flight (and echoing the earlier rout~-trackmg of 
Dearborn's boat). The screen switches to a huge CG una~e of the 
plane's interior, while a pair of airline seats, raised up on a 1ack-hke 

Figure 21 Jet Lag 
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~ontraption ~nd carrying Doris and the boy, is hauled on in front of 
It. After a bnef conversation in which Doris is clearly in some confu
sion, the boy sinks back into his flight simulation game. 

After the. complex interplay of historical film material, mimicry of 
s.uch matenal and making a 'live film onstage' in the Faust produc
tiOns, the pnnCJpal use of video and CGI in jet Lag may seem more 
straight~orward in its harking back to one of the earliest proposed uses 
for film m theatre, as a scenographic tool. We can see, however that in 
bot.h s~ctions its employment goes beyond simple scene-set;ing. In 
their different ways, the real-life models for Dearborn and Schwanz 
broke with the everyday regimes of time and space. As they attempted 
to suspend tune and live in 'non-places', they entered a sort of virtual 
time-space symptomatic of the distortions of time and space experi
enced in postmodernity. In both sections, then, the virtual nature of 
the projected settings, and the interaction of the performers with those 
settings, reflect the production's general concern with such virtualisa
tion of time and space. Moreover, the use of CGI for much of the sec
ond section establishes a parallelism between the flight simulation 
game of the boy and the simulacra! nature of his and his grand
mother's existence; the 'non-places' in which they lived the last six 
months of Doris's life is for the performers literally a non-place, a vir
tual settmg produced by the electronic images. 

XTRAVAGANZA 

The programme for XTRAVAGANZA, printed in the style of a 19th
century Music Hall bill, includes a subtitle, 'Ten Acts Displayed with 
Movmg Pictures'. It lists titles for each of the ten 'Acts' and the four
teen 'episodes' with which they are interwoven- episodes in which the 
main action is, indeed, mostly portrayed by 'moving pictures'. The 
programme declares: 'XTRAVAGANZA looks back at theatrical 
forms which preceded much of what is now called multimedia per
formance .' Noting the multimedia! nature of 19th and early 20th-cen
tur~ forms of var_iety show, it asserts, 'Multimedia is not something 
which emerged With the experiments of the 1960s or even the advent 
of television.' 

Th~ production plays with the history of what Weems sees as early 
A~encan experiments in multimedia performance, starting with the 
Wild West Show.s mounted by Buffalo Bill Cody and the subsequent 
work of three figures who worked with him: the producer Steele 
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Mackaye, the dancer Loie Fuller, and showman Florenz Ziegfeld. 
Added to these is Busby Berkeley, on whose first film Ziegfeld collab
orated. Episodes charting their activities are interspersed with the ten 
Acts: mostly song and/or dance routines, some of which are built 
around a 'show rehearsal' narrative. Drawing on movies such as 42nd 
Street and Gold Diggers of 1933, this portrays two chorus-girls com
ing to New York and becoming involved in a musical, culminating in 
one being plucked from the chorus to sing 'Broadway Rose'. Other 
Acts include performers adapting contemporary club dance styles in 
routines that are then relayed live, with the images manipulated spec
tacularly by an onstage VJ. 

The production is a highly entertaining, self-reflexive exploration of 
recent traditions of spectacle. The ambitions of these pioneering fig
ures to expand technology's capacity to dazzle audiences are high
lighted through readings of letters and diaries, backed by visual 
material. Mackaye, for example, writes about his plans for a spectac
ular new 'total theatre' and his patenting of a floating stage and a 
device which could expand and shrink the proscenium arch - tech
nologies that would provide theatre with the sort of scenic and focal 
fluidity cinema would soon make possible. Fuller became famous m 
Paris as the Electricity Fairy: she experimented continuously with 
developing more dynamic lighting for her shows and worked with 
slide projections. Berkeley rhapsodises about his shift from stage to 
screen 'You can take the camera any place, you can do anything with 
a cam~ra.' Film footage illustrates how he flies, tracks and zooms his 
camera above and around his precisely drilled choruses. The produc
tion acknowledges, and exploits in a double-coded way, the seductive
ness of their spectacles, but also touches on the industrialisation of art 
and commodification of the performers in the work. It also reveals 
how each practitioner was prey to insecurities, artistic and financial, 
and each ended up in personal and financial ruin of one sort or 
another. 7 Through interaction between the onstage performers and the 
diverse projected material, links and contrasts emerge between what 
was done with lighting, cameras and editing (and lots of performers) 
in the earlier period and what modern electronic media can achieve 
with a far smaller troupe, provoking reflection on issues around 'live' 
versus 'virtual' spectacle. 

It is only possible here to provide selective examples of the constant 
interaction between live performers and projected material. Video and 
CGI fell into a number of categories, sometimes overlapping in individual 
instances: historical, 'factional' historical, illustrative, and spectacular. 
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~uch was pre-re~ord~d, but there was a considerable amount of 
Simultaneously edited live relay, with the technicians given latitude t 
~provise on the night with the materials available. Much of th~ 
m~pact o~ t?e live relay sequences came from spectators seeing the rel
atiVely mm1mal choreography of the performers transformed via cam
eras . and computers into stunningly dynamic imagery. Weems 
descn_b~s how, paradoxically, an expansion of the company's technical 
capaCities allowed the production to operate in a more 'live' way: 

It was the first time we got enough money to get enough computer power and 
space to store all the information, so that the music and video were really being 
played nightly like the performers were playing. It was set up to be like a vaudeville 
show where things could be shuffled from night to night, and there were moments 
for improvisation between the video and the sound guys. (Interview, 2003) 

Recalling Piscator's early productions, a large projection screen tra
versed a wide platform, with no attempt made to disguise or soften its 
presence. Open steps up to the platform allowed the screen below plat
form level to be illuminated at certain points. Two Foley sound effects 
tables. attached to swinging metal arms flanked the platform. 
Occaswnally a set of glittering, rouched, theatre curtains were drawn 
across to provide a backdrop to a production number- as in the finale 
song. As usual, technicians and technical equipment were openly visi
ble on either side of the stage. 

The opening episodes illustrate well the integration of all these. The 
show begins with a spot-lit Webster as the director of the 'play within 
the play' Broadway show, standing in front of full theatrical curtains 
giving a pre-rehearsal pep talk. The curtains sweep back to reveal the 
other glittering curtains. Heaven Phillips as Dolores, a Marilyn 
Monroe look-alike in a flared white dress, dashes on and pulls these 
b~ck to reveal a t~bleau of five other performers who, accompanied by 
h1gh energy music, embark on a show-dance routine. As the music 
grinds to a halt, they all exit. A swirling CG title for Episode One 
appe~rs, 'Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show directed by Steele Mackaye, 
Madison Square Garden 1885'. The performers reappear and stand 
looking up at a picture of Mackaye. Two take up positions at the Foley 
tables that have swung into view. Footage of Buffalo Bill's show plays
Native Americans riding and dancing, cowboys shooting, and so on, 
whi~e .Webst~r at a downstage microphone reads a letter by Mackaye 
outlmmg his . plans to mount the show in Madison Square. 
Interspersed With the archival clips is video of Webster in the guise of 
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Buffalo Bill riding towards the camera, doffing his cowboy ~at and 
adopting a heroic eques~rian pose. Through this and the followmg t':"o 

· des the VJ improvises, playmg It as a sort of scratch video, With 
ep!SO b ' h . .d ) the imagery frequently repeating (in particular We ster s er01c n e . 
Meanwhile, performers use the Foley effects and a few props to sup~ 

t the video material: coconut shells create the sound of horses 
por · · h h 'd b ' hooves; gunshots ring out to synchromse Wit . t e VI eo cow oys 

h ts· mention of sharp-shooters IS accompamed by one performer 
s o ' . Th . · ·ng and lowering a target while another takes aim. e witty mon-raiSI ' . . . · k 

Of text demonstrational action and rapid edltlng qmckly evo es tage ' . 
the early Western spectacles - while also drawing attentiOn to the 
onstage construction of its own spectacle. 

Episodes Two and Three, 'Florenz Ziegfeld Jr Runs Away from 
Home, Chicago, 1883' and 'Loie Fuller ]oms the ~Ild West Show, 
1881' follow a similar pattern, as photographiC proJeCtions support 
readings of passages which outline their early involvement With 
Buffalo Bill (Ziegfeld performed as a crack shot and Fuller played a 
'prairie waif') . Music, sound effects, the repe_ating imagery, and the 
final moments of a train roaring across the prames, accompamed by a 
percussive rhythm, contribute _to an energetic, compressed piCture ?f 
the way in which Mackaye, Ziegfeld and Fuller became caught up m 
the spectacle of the West, described by Cody as 'a grand show gomg 
on for the entertainment of the East'. Yet the relatively detached read
ing and actions of the performers lend an air of distance to the pro
ceedings: this is a demonstration of the rise of these figures and their 
part in developing a spectacular theat~e . . , 

The subsequent Act introduces the chorus g1rl mak~s g~od narra
tive as Dolores and friend attend an audition. A combmatwn of per
formance and video ingeniously highlights the way in which a dancer's 
legs become almost independent objects of spectacle in _musicals. 
Webster and the two girls begin a dance number. While the girls dan~e 
upstage of him, Webster sways to the music, holding asq~are panelm 
front of his lower body. This serves as a screen for proJeCtion of a pair 
of legs doing a soft-shoe routine - the sort of close-up found m Fre_d 
Astaire movies. The comic disjunction between the two halves of this 
cyborgian figure develops more critically when Webster calls for a new 
dance. Four other performers provide backing for Dolores and 
Queenie. Each pair holds a 'dancing legs' contra~tion ~ a bar w~th 
four legs dangling from it, which the performers kick up m time With 
their own legs. Meanwhile, the rear screen shows a Busby Berkeley 
chorus routine: two converging lines of kicking legs, shot from the 
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thigh down. While the Berkeley routine is seductively spectacular a d 
t?e interplay of stage a.ction and video is highly comic, it also hig~
hghts. how the camera IS used to fetishise the female leg in mu&icals, 
effectively turnmg the performers mto mechamcal objects. 

The implied critique is developed in the following Episode 'Busb 
~erkeley's Hollywood Debut 1930', where Berkeley is shown' on fil~ 
ms1stmg that the low back of a dancer's dress be cut even lower. As he 
extols the camera's capacity to 'go anywhere' we are shown a zoom 
shot down through a long line of female legs, followed by a series of 
cl~ssic Berkeley routines in which crane shots from high above the cir
chng female dancers produce his signature geometric patterns: the 
women become mere. architectural components. Spectacular footage 
of sixty women playmg neon-lit violins follows: again, the women 
effectively disappear, as only the lit violins and bows are picked out in 
the darkness and shot in kaleidoscopic patterns. Simultaneously 
Phillips 'remembers', 'We had violins with neon lights, and we had hel~ 
mets, hats made out of metal that looked like helmets; so all the time 
we were doing this we were getting shocks, little shocks.' While the 
vi?eo material seems illustrative for the most part, its juxtaposition 
With the stage action in these episodes functions in a Piscatorian choric 
fashion. A feminist critique emerges through montage rather than 
through explicit textual statement . 

. Returning to the show's broader development, Episodes Four to 
E.1g?t focus more on Mackaye's and Fuller's careers, with video pro
VIdmg Illustrative material. Fuller is depicted through her letters as 
very much a woman in control of her own presentation, choreograph
Ing ~er ?ances, experimenting technically and designing her own light
mg. VIdeo combines with live performance to evoke her early 
performances. As she recounts her triumph in Paris as the Electricity 
Fairy, the screen IS bathed with film of star-like lighting, which then 
'melts' d?wn the screen, providing an effect of a waterfall of light for 
the ensumg Act. A female performer, accompanied by techno-music 
and a cheering ~rowd, dances in front of the screen while manipulat
mg large cloths m the shape of butterfly wings. While for most of the 
show projection is from the rear, front projection here allows the per
~ormer to be cau~ht in the waterfall of light, tying her into the pro
Jected picture, which echoes a previous still image of Fuller herself. 

Subsequent episodes trace the decline in the fortunes of Mackaye, 
Ziegfeld, Fuller ~nd Berkeley, interspersed with acts from the evolving 
rehearsal narrative and other dance routines. 9 In one routine Dolores 
and Queenie stand either side of the stage in white hooped petticoats 
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nd carry out simple rhythmic motions with their arms and upper 
~odies, which are picked up by the cameras; their images are then mul
tiplied in such a way that the projected effect is of dozens of women 
doing a spectacular Berkeley routine. In another, Brahms 'Bravo' La 
Fortune, a well known dancer on the New York house-music scene, 
does a relatively simple solo dance which is filmed from above and 
turned through computer animation into the sort of kaleidoscopic 
imagery often projected onto the walls of clubs.10 In such sequences 
contemporary technology is shown doing the work of Berkeley's rov
ing cameras and huge drilled choruses. 

The production culminates in Dolores finally singing 'Broadway 
Rose', in a wry mimicry of a show-stopping Broadway finale. Wearing 
a sparkling gown and white-feathered headdress, Phillips stands 
before the rouched curtain, flanked by two performers with similar 
headdresses holding large feather fans to cover seemingly naked bod
ies. All seems set for a nostalgic climax, but then we notice one of the 
chorus girls is in fact a man; and when the other comes forward to 
adjust the microphone stand, she drops her glamorous fan, revealing 
very unglamorous underwear behind it. As Phillips embarks on the 

Figure 22 XTRAVAGANZA 

• 
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song, her voice is amplified, creating the effect of it echoing through a 
large theatre, and falling stars fill the projection screen. But house 
music begins to infiltrate over her song, and the chorus, which has 
been doing desultory swaying movements, is joined by a suited man 
and a woman in a simple dress, each holding a fan and swaying along. 
The act thus becomes an ironic rendering of the spectacle it mimics a 
fitting conclusion to a production which continually plays off a t:n
sion between nostalgic homage and a critical archaeology of the use of 
technological spectacle. 

Weems describes the production as originating in the experience of 
technology at club events: 

It was obvious that this was a modern day use of the magic of spectacle - with 
walls of video monitors and really sophisticated sound systems .... But the sad 
part of the story of techno is that it became immediately co-opted also, and what
ever subversiveness and experimentation there was became a Volkswagen com
mercial within two weeks of any record coming out. So there were a lot of 

complicated ideas in play between that whole idea of spectacle, its commodifi
cation and its seductiveness, and also the fai lure of it. (Interview, 2003) 

The ambivalence expressed here reflects the productive ambiguity of 
the production and is typical of the company's overall outlook. Much 
of the show depends on a sort of double-coding which both exploits 
the seductiveness of the spectacular tradition it explores and acknowl
edges its shortcomings. Like much postmodern work, it operates 
'inside yet outside, inscribing yet contesting, complicitous yet critical' 
(Hutcheon, 1989, 158). This also extends to its demonstration of the 
capacities of contemporary technology. While it plays with the way 
the NATO software can produce spectacular equivalents of the 
Ziegfeld and Berkeley chorus-lines with a minimal cast, the produc
tion also evokes a sense of loss: for all the energy of the music and 
appeal of the few live dancers and the magic of their replication on 
screen, spectators are conscious of the absence of the sort of massed 
chorus lines which made such productions so visually seductive. 

Alladeen 

The company's next project Alladeen (2003) aroused debate over the 
extent to which its stunning technological effects may seduce spectators 
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ather than engage them in critical reflection on concerns to do with 
r 1 balisation and cyborgian existence in the space of technology that are 
? 

0 
licit in its subject matter. Alladeen was produced in collaboration 

~~h the London-based company motiroti. Founded by Keith Khan and 
Ali Zaidi in 1990, motiroti regularly works across a range ~f art-forms, 
from theatre and film through to large-scale carnival events, m~tallatw~s 
and music videos.11 Exploring experiences of the South Asian diaspora m 
theatre productions such as Moti Roti, Puttli Chunm (1991), M_aa 
(1995) and One Night (1997), they employed film and video alongside 
live performances that drew on diasporic South Asian cultural forms as 
well as Bollywood movies and contemporary club culture. The stage p_ro
duction of Alladeen is one of three manifestations of the collaboration 
between the two organisations, with the others being an interactive web
site (www.alladeen.com) and a music video for MTV Asia. The website 
describes the project as exploring 'how we all function as "global souls" 
caught up in circuits of technology, how our voices and images travel 
from one culture to another, and the ways in which these cultures con
tinually reinterpret each other's signs and stories'. 

The expression 'global souls' derives from Pico Iyer's argument that 
the explosion in international travel and communication in recent 
decades has created 

a kind of migratory tribe, able to see things more clearly than those imprisoned in 
local concerns can, yet losing their identity often as they fall between the cracks. 
A Global Soul is a ventriloquist, an impersonator, or an undercover agent: the 
question that most haunts him is 'Who are you today?' (lyer, 2000, quoted in the 

Programme for Alladeen) 

Weems and dramaturg Norman Frisch initially explored with Khan 
and Zaidi how they might employ the Aladdin story to explore such 
issues as this and the ways cultures borrow from and cross-fertilise 
each other. The transformations in the story as it moved from its orig
inal Persian and Indian contexts into Western literature, theatre and 
film were seen as analogous with the way people function as global 
souls. A further analogy was drawn between the magic role of the 
genie of the lamp and the place of technology in contemporary life. 
This led to the decision to examine the way in which Western banks, 
airlines and other service industries have begun to outsource call-cen
tre operations to India, and in particular, Ban~alore. Nowad~ys, 
callers in Britain or America seeking telephone adviCe more often fmd 
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themselves speaking to operatives in Bangalore, rather than Bristol or 
Boston. For the collaborators, 

The fantasies which lie at the heart of the story are instantaneous wish fulfilment, 
endless wealth, and total personal transformation. In the call centres of Bangalore 
we found a setting in which such transformations are being constantly and rou
tinely enacted - cu lturally, socially, and economically- on both ends of the fibre
optic phone lines. (Programme note) 

The creative team visited call-centres and interviewed operators. 
They witnessed operators being trained to sound American or British 
and studying aspects of American or British popular culture, so that 
they may chat more casually with customers, and they listened to 
Western callers seeking assistance. Although they acknowledge the 
neocolonial nature of the underlying economic and cultural relations 
involved, they felt ambivalent about the effects of the jobs on the oper
ators' lives. On the one hand, the anti-social hours (synchronising with 
British and American time-zones) and the demand that they adopt 
Western identities for work purposes place a constant pressure on 
operators; on the other hand, being well-paid by local standards, the 
operators see the jobs as helping them fulfil their material aspirations 
and providing them with skills which will enable them to advance fur
ther - often, in fact, they dream of moving to the US, like the many 
Indian IT workers recruited by the American computer industry.12 

The whole matter of outsourcing such operations is rife with con
tentious political issues to do with economic globalisation and neo
colonialism. The divided reception of the resulting production was 
perhaps shaped as much by differing political expectations of its sub
ject as by concerns about what was seen by some as a technological 
excess which undermined its potential political contribution to 
debates around globalisation and technology. 

The production is indeed one of the most technologically demanding 
and visually complex works studied here; conversely, the story-line and 
interactions of the performers are relatively simple. While the multiple 
streams of video and CGI recall the polyscenic approach of Piscator 
and Svoboda, Khan and Zaidi themselves suggest their design was 
inspired by the look of Indian television, where 'there were always at 
least three things going on: the image in the middle, subtitles in two or 
three languages, and then you maybe had other little bits that gave it 
another identity' (Wessling, 2002, 34) . The other clear, and particularly 
pertinent, parallel is with the multiple windows of computer screens. 
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The production consists of three Acts, with the first and third (set in 
New York and London) effectively book-ending the much longer cen
tral Act portraying the operations of a Bangalore call-centre. It opens 
with a striking use of CGI to locate the scene. On a large, stage-width 
screen and a further scrim in front of it, like blocks falling into place 
in a game of Terris, projected segments of the fac;:ade and interior of a 
Virgin Megastore slide into place to create a virtual setting. The same 
device later sets the third Act in London. The Megastore stands as an 
image of homogenised international consumer culture, with ~~ly a 
couple of local signifiers superimposed to differentiate the two Cities: a 
hot-dog stand, fire hydrant and a New York bus-stop; for London, a 
red post-box, red telephone box, and rain. The virtuality of the images 
also reinforces the sense of the simulacra! nature of such stores as we 
encounter them in any corner of the world, cloned offspring of global 

capitalism. . . 
Onto this set walks Tanya Selvaratnam, clutchmg a coffee and With 

her head glued to her mobile phone, as she fields four calls in quick 
succession, an image of contemporary cyborg existence. A model 
global soul, she is planning trips to Las Vegas (the Aladdin Hotel), 
Hong Kong and London. She abruptly cuts off an attempt to hire a 
car, saying she can't understand the operator, and takes another call, 
switching effortlessly to speaking Mandarin with her flatmate. Then, 
almost as soon as it has arrived, the virtual setting is whisked from 
view again; suggesting the rapid pace of life for such figures, the whole 
scene lasts only four minutes. 

The scene switches to Bangalore. Initially, an interview with a super
visor at one of the call-centres is projected onto the screen: recalling 
Piscator's didactic mode, video is used to expand the spectators' 
understanding of the world of the play to come. As the supervisor 
describes how operators are trained to neutralise the impact of their 
mother tongue on pronunciation, five seated performers slide into 
view in front of the screen. While they enact a training session, large
scale projection shows footage of just such a session occurring in 
Bangalore. Lip-synching with the tape, they recite a catechism of 
American place names, one gives a lecture on American football, and 
another gives a talk on the television series Friends. The class is inter
spersed with excerpts from videotaped interviews about the need for 
operators to be 'culturally sensitised', to give the impression they have 
lived in the US all their lives. One interviewee suggests that after 9/11 
many Americans would be unhappy if they knew they were talking to 
an Indian and tells of operators being asked if they are Muslims. 

• t 

t 
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The relationship of mimicry established between live performers 
and documentary video here functions to suggest the authenticity of 
the representation of call-centre life that is to follow. This effect is rein
forced by the transition from the training session into the next scene. 
As the words 'CALL SPAN, BANGALORE, OPERATORS LOAD
ING' appear on the screen, head-shots of a dozen Indian operatives 
gradually appear; they each give their Indian names and their adopted 
American names, and then begin greeting callers under their aliases. 
As this builds a choric effect, the screen is raised half way, revealing 
the live performers now at computer workstations around the stage. 
They join in, announcing themselves to callers with their Friends
derived aliases, Phoebe, Monica, Joey and Rachel. The overlapping 
strategy and subsequent occasional insertions of extracts from the 
video interviews all work to authenticate the picture being presented 
and perhaps even suggest the production operates in a documentary 
way. Yet, in fact, the dialogues, phone-calls and evolving relationships 
of the subsequent scene are a dramatised view of call-centre life, 
scripted by Martha Baer. 

Subsequent action is structured around a series of phone-calls and 
occasional lulls between them, during which something of the opera
tors' circumstances and aspirations is revealed. The operators deal with 

Figure 23 Alladeen 
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requests for travel reservations and assistance with computer problems 
and route-finding, they attempt to sell medical supplies and insurances, 
and one even operates as a 'spiritual adviser'. Performers play not only 
operators, but also their American callers: they step into narrow illu
minated booths on either side of the stage to make the calls. The callers' 
shadowy, almost disembodied, presences suggest the depersonalised, 
distant nature of service industries communication today. The three 
South Asian and two white performers play a range of characters, 
British, American and Asian. Weems and Khan 'wanted to have Indians 
playing white people and white people playing Indians, that the discus
sion of the flux of identity should be carried to that level' (Interview, 
2003). So, as well as adopting white 'masks' for their operator identi
ties, the South Asian performers play a range of American callers, 
including one who is clearly African-American. In terms of the vocal 
performance involved, this is not, in fact, very different from the way 
in which the South Asian performers, who all live abroad, themselves 
perform an 'Indian' accent when they play the operators. 

Opportunities for linguistic misunderstandings abound as a gallery 
of characters and situations is created, including a confused elderly 
woman who can't work her computer and understands 'cookies' liter
ally, a doped-out woman trying to fly home to 'Philly' on Christmas 
Day because her sister is about to come out of the closet and another 
who has won a 'gazillion smackeroonies' and wants to go to Vegas. 

All this is accompanied by a panoply of visual effects. Minicams on 
the operators' computers and two cameras on tripods feed live cover
age into the production crew's computers, which are on both sides of 
the stage. They mix this material with pre-recorded video - various 
film versions of the Aladdin story, airline schedules, route maps, and 
images of the characters in Friends. The resulting mix is projected onto 
the screen which traverses the upper front of the stage and onto six 
discs suspended upstage of the performers. Additionally, along the 
foot of the stage an LED display runs, sometimes showing scene-titles 
(like hi-tech Brechtian placards), sometimes showing a range of wishes 
culled from those of the real operators. 

Several streams of material appear simultaneously on the upper 
screen: for example, it may show the logo of an airline, a changing air
line arrivals board, images of the Friends cast, material from an 
Aladdin film and a close-up of the face of an onstage operator. 
Particularly striking is the way head-shots of operators are morphed 
with images of the Friends cast: for example, when Jasmine Simhalan 
speaks to a customer, her video image mutates between her own face 
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and that of Monica, becoming an image of her cyborgian identity.B 
Occasionally the upper screen is filled with cinemascope-like projec
tion across its whole width. For example, when Selvaratnam is guiding 
a caller who has become lost in a cave, the screen is filled with dia
monds slowly falling. This video is then further layered with an image 
of Rizwan Mirza riding an undulating magic carpet consisting of 
printed flight details; onstage we see him in fact slowly swaying on top 
of a desk, but the DinoVision software enables the technician to mix 
video of this action with animated images of the flight numbers and so 
create the magic carpet effect. 

Generally, the projected Aladdin films serve to suggest the fantasti
cal, 'magical' nature of these intercontinental proceedings - while, 
paradoxically, the audience sees the technicians hard at work con
structing its fantastic representation and witness the various transfor
mations the performers continually put themselves through. 
Sometimes clips from the film and animated versions echo something 
of the ongoing narratives. For example, one operator, Joey, accumu
lates a large credit card debt (mimicking the world of the callers he 
deals with every day) and asks his supervisor for an advance, only to 
be sternly told that this is not possible; above, we see the Magician 
admonishing Aladdin, while below, the words 'The Magician counsels 
Aladdin on the acquisition of wealth' flicker across the LED. 

This episode exemplifies the occasional insertion of more personal 
narrative moments within the routines of the call-centre, moments 
where operators lapse into Tamil or Hindi or more heavily accented 
English and chat with each other. Some back-stories are built around 
individual operators: for example, Joey unsuccessfully attempts to make 
a date with Satya and Satya is shown in conflict with the supervisor over 
the extent of 'mother tongue' influence on her accent. While some crit
ics have suggested these are 'half-hearted attempts at character develop
ment', it is arguable their rare and fleeting appearance reflects the pace 
and pressure of working in such environments.14 Weems herself asserts, 
'I'm not really interested in dramatic development in terms of the char
acters .. .. It's not so much about the life of the individual people; it's 
about the life of the call-centre' (Interview, 2003) . 

That said, even the phone-calls, when the operators are performing 
their adopted identity, are sometimes revealing. One, in particular, 
poignantly suggests the contradictions in which such identity play may 
catch the operators. In this, Phillips plays an operator speaking to an 
Indian engineer from California's Silicon Valley who is booking a flight 
to India to attend a wedding. When he comments on 'how long these 
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Indian weddings go on', she doesn't reveal she is Indian- she's suppos
edly Phoebe from Phoenix, now living in New York. He speaks of 
Silicon Valley as a land of opportunities. When she expresses interest 
(and asks if he's travelling alone), he asks why she doesn't just move out 
there. When she tentatively asks what if someone was not from New 
York, but from India, he cuts her short and says to get back to the flight 
reservation. All the while the video close-up on Phillips brings home to 
the audience the quandary in which her character finds herself. 

Her situation is immediately juxtaposed with divergent conclusions 
to the Joey and Satya narratives: Joey's success in sales wins him a trip 
to a conference in California, while Satya is sent back for further lan
guage training to eradicate her mother tongue traces. At this, the scene 
ends, with the five operators gathered around two computers while 
the descending screen is filled with their morphing faces. 

The final scene begins with a London version of the first scene, with 
Selvaratnam on the phone once more, planning to go to a karaoke bar; 
this time she switches to Spanish for one call. As the Megastore graph
ics disappear again, the rising screen reveals an anonymously chic bar, 
with its hi-tech feel established by a line-up of flat-screen monitors on 
which images of cocktails appear. Mirza sits at the bar working on his 
laptop, his Aladdin-like wish to travel fulfilled, while Simhalan and 
Selvaratnam dance on dance pads next to the glass booths. During the 
subsequent scene projections on the screen above alternate between 
captions such as 'BITTER MAGIC Be Careful What You Wish For' in 
the graphic style of film-titles, and Bollywood-style images of 'exotic 
Eastern princesses' and Aladdin. In turn, Webster, Mirza and Phillips 
perform karaoke versions of Donovan's 'Season of the Witch', 
Steppenwolf's 'Magic Carpet Ride', and Karen Carpenter's 'Superstar', 
while Simhalan performs a disco dance that draws on the angular arm 
and leg movements of classical Indian dance. The lyrics have overt con
nections with the production's concerns. The Donovan song begins 
with the lines, 'When I looked out my window I Many sights to see I 
And when I looked in my window I So many different people to be.' 
And 'Magic Carpet Ride' contains such lyrics as, 

Why don't you tell your dreams to me? Fantasy wi ll set you free. 

Last night I held Aladdin's lamp, so I wished that I could stay. 

Before the thing cou ld answer me wel l someone took the lamp away. 

Moreover, the setting of this as a karaoke bar where people adopt 
other people's voices, underscores the themes around ventriloquism 
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and desire for transformation. The atmosphere of the ending is quietly 
melancholic: as Selvaratnam makes her final call and the performers 
drift off, the LED display runs with a series of wishes collected from 
the Bangalore operators: 

I wish I could click my heels and instantly be transported anywhere in the world
I wish people would wish for the world and not for themselves - I wish to obtain a 
leadership position in the company of my choice- I wish I could meet my daugh
ter and still be friends with her mother- I wish there was a magic lamp. 

As this account suggests, Alladeen employs electronic imagery in a 
more complex, continuous way than any other production discussed so 
far: this is neo-Baroque hypermedia writ large. Although some of 
Svoboda's Laterna Magika productions included continuous film 
throughout, film there generally alternated between scenographic, dra
matic and rhetorical uses: it set the scene, continued the narrative, or 
highlighted aspects of a scene through the use of close-ups or POV 
shots. In Alladeen, the range of materials, functions and modes of 
delivery is far greater, and there is more simultaneously on display at 
any one time. In this, and in the political thrust of some of the material, 
some of Piscator's later shows, such as Hoppla! and Rasputin provide 
a closer parallel- recall, for example, the simultaneous use of three film 
sources in the latter. But Piscator did not include such a continuous dis
play of film material that related to the onstage action in such disparate 
ways, and the available technology gave him a more limited palette. 

Many reviews agreed with Mark Swed's assessment of this fusion of 
live action, video and CGI as 'a glossy multimedia spectacle full of 
dazzling technology that actually works' (Los Angeles Times, 5 March, 
2004). Nevertheless, some critics argued that the production's techno
logical flair and the complexity of its references militated against its 
political potential. It was suggested that the parallels drawn between 
the operators' and callers' experiences and desires, and between the 
identity confusions experienced by operators and jet-setting global 
souls alike, were not grounded in a sufficiently differentiated under
standing of the power relations that condition different people's expe
rience of globalisation and technology. Instead of the projections 
providing a straightforward Piscatorian dialectical elucidation of such 
differences, the multiplicity of imagery and information seemed over
whelming. Tom Sellar suggested: 

Alladeen can't seem to decide whether it's revealing the multiple faces of global
ization or evoking an insidious, superficial monoculture ... . the production may 
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rely too much on the technology of global capitalism to critique its effects in fresh 

terms. (Village Voice, 10-16 December, 2003) 

For Harries, spectators risk becoming fascinated by the mass of 
material: 

For some viewers ... Alladeen might occasion a sort of swerving between the 
poles of Brecht's Verfremdungseffekt, described by Lefebvre as 'an externali zed 
judgement' , and an immersion in the image proposed. For many others, however, 
the piece may occasion a hi-tech forgetting, an al ienation through fascination and 

a loss of 'externalized judgement' . (Harries, 2003) 

Harries echoes the more general fear, discussed in the Introduction, 
that spectators of intermedial work, accustomed to the proliferation of 
reified montage in contemporary media, might fail to move towards a 
dialectical interpretation when confronted by too much simultaneous 
material. The risk of this with Alladeen was perhaps increased by the 
design, which almost replicated the appearance of a flat-screen televi
sion or computer monitor. Framed by the LED running below the 
action, the wide screen above, the discs behind and the booths to the 
sides, the live action appeared to take place on the same plane -with 
little use of the depth of the stage beyond a couple of metres. The live 
performance is thus framed - and possibly absorbed - by the digital, 
rather than being foregrounded in the way that it can be when projec
tion operates more like a backdrop or when video is delivered on a 
monitor. Just as it is impossible to keep up fully with the pace of the 
ever-changing material on a CNN screen for any length of time, so, 
with Alladeen, as the performance rushes on, it is difficult to keep so 
many streams of material in view or to read particular actions or 
images against each other. The temptation may be to retreat into 
immersion in the images or to focus on only one or two streams of 
activity and treat the rest as simply moving wallpaper. 

Weems rejects such reservations as underestimating contemporary 
audiences, arguing that the opportunity to choose what and how to 
watch is enabling: 

We're gearing th is towards a smart audience, who's computer-literate, who's used 
to taking in several streams of information all at once, and are able to jump 
between them and synthesise whatever they choose to . .. . I think there's a certain 
amount of anxiety about people not being ab le to see everything at the one time: 
there 's too much going on. Well, welcome to the world . Again, I don't think that 
replicating that structure is celebrating it. It's taking it as a given and using it as a 
tool. What's placed within the structure is the critique. (Interview, 2003) 

• 
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From this point of view, critics of the show's multiplicity of imagery 
miss the point, locked into nostalgia for a perspectival representation 
(or at least a simply dialectical presentation). Weems would argue that 
such an approach is no longer appropriate for spectators used to nego
tiating and forming judgements about the range of information, events 
and impressions that they encounter on a daily basis. 

The ubiquity of information technology informs the latest show 
mounted by the company, SUPER VISION (2006), produced in col
laboration with the digital animation company dbox. Again, large
scale virtual settings reinforce the exploration of the datasphere in 
which it suggests we all live now, with the production's punning title 
reflecting the ambivalence many feel about this development. The pro
duction interweaves three stories. In one, a man supports his American 
Dream suburban lifestyle through a complex web of computer identity 
fraud that finally catches up with him, but only after he has amassed 
half a million dollars debt in his son's name. In another, a Ugandan 
Indian travels in and out of America, confronting a series of customs 
officers whose computers seem to know everything there is to know 
about his history- and more, given there are erroneous entries in the 
system which keep dogging him. In the third, a US-based Sri Lankan 
keeps in touch with her grandmother in Colombo over the internet 
and tries to build up a picture of her life through a box of photographs 
and records she has been sent. 

In a distant echo of Burian's interwar experiments, episodes in each 
of the unfolding stories take place in a narrow performance corridor 
between a rear projection screen and the front of the stage, where five 
transparent screens glide to and fro to create different configurations 
for front projection. The figures are literally caught up in the virtual 
world created by the projections. As with Jet Lag, the digital scenog
raphy does not just aim at the sort of illusionist scenery of productions 
such as The Woman in White; it becomes emblematic of the broader 
thematic concerns. So, for example, for scenes involving the fraudster 
and his family, a cleverly digitised 'dream home' slides into view on the 
rear screen, while David Pence and Kyle deCamp perform in front of 
it. At times, a virtual child appears and interacts with them. The act
ing style adopted by Pence and deCamp, who are both miked, is 
slightly distanced, even hollowed out at times, as though their charac
ters are almost as virtual as the projected child. The episodes take on 
the air of ghosting conventional domestic drama, as husband and wife 
discuss their family affairs . As the fraudster moves into his den to 
work on his web dealings, the front screens slide across to show pro-
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Figure 24 SUPER VISION 

jections of a huge grid- onto which are then layered further images of 
Visa cards, computer records, close-ups of his face , and so on. 

Similarly, in the customs scenes, the front screens slide fully across, 
so that Rizwan Mirza is caught between them and the rear screen. On 
the latter, various grid-like patterns and computer data are projected, 
while Josef Silovsky's image appears as the customs officer on the 
front screens. Silovsky himself spends the performance seated at a 
computer in front of and below the stage, performing for a minicam. 15 

Mirza's traveller, therefore, always interacts with a projection of the 
officer. Interrogating him, Silovsky reads off from the screeds of com
puterised information about his life that appear on the screen - his 
travel history, medical records, family and business links. Again, pro
jection assumes a metaphoric function- Silovsky's projected officer is 
just the inhuman human face of the data stream that shapes his actions 
and controls the traveller. 

The interaction between Angelos as the Sri Lankan grandmother 
and Tanya Selvaratnam at one level replicates the sort of communica
tion now available over internet video telephony systems such as 
Skype. While Selvaratnam potters about onstage, moving between 
computer screen, scanner and mobile (in a reprise of her model cyborg 
of Alladeen ), Angelos, fi lmed at her computer, appears in enlarged 
projection on the front screens. Old photographs and maps of 
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Colombo are also projected, as Selvaratnam tries to assemble a picture 
of her grandmother's younger life. There is a suggestive contrast 
between the paper-based identity construction here and the computer
based data identities of the other characters. It gradually becomes 
clear that the grandmother is showing signs of dementia- the phone
calls seem to be partly an attempt to keep her mind and memory 
active. As the grandmother's mind falls into confusion at times, the 
image on screen breaks up. 

The three tales illustrate diverse responses to the datasphere. The 
traveller's tale evokes the paranoia that might well be felt in the face of 
its pervasive presence (the grounds for which are heightened in his case 
by his Muslim identity in a post-9/11 world); while the fraudster is 
caught up in the suburban fantasy, he does attempt to subvert the 
datasphere, to use it against itself, although eventually he flees to the 
Arctic to escape its clutches; the grandmother's story acknowledges 
more positive possibilities provided by modern communications, 
although at the end she appears to suffer a collapse in isolation- her 
only contact thousands of miles away at the end of a fibre-optic cable, 
unable to help. As with its previous shows exploring contemporary 
technology, while the company happily takes full advantage of the 
possibilities it offers for dazzling presentation, and indeed promotes 
this aspect on its website, the production itself adopts a more ambiva
lent view: while it shows a political concern at the intrusiveness of 
ubiquitous data-gathering, it is neither a Luddite call to put the genie 
back in the bottle nor a simple celebration of interconnectivity. 

Reviewing the company's development over the past decade, the 
intermedial nature of the work has moved from being more concerned 
with the possibilities it offered for experiment with received texts to 
employing increasingly sophisticated technology as a means of explor
ing the impact of communications technologies on contemporary 
senses of identity and ways of being. As such, it is part of a wider trend 
in experimental work concerned with the place of science in contem
porary society; amongst many potential examples, we might cite per
formers such as Stelarc and Orlan with their concerns with the 
post-human body, Survival Research Laboratories' interests in robot
ics and artificial intelligence, and the Critical Art Ensemble's explo
rations of information technology, biotechnology and genetic 
research. 16 Like these, the company has actively engaged with the tech
nologies it is critiquing, rather than imagining it can adopt a stance 
outside the technological realm, so that the interaction between live 
performers and the mediated is emblematic of this underlying concern 
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of the work. Inevitably, the seductive visual appeal of the more recent 
productions has brought charges that its work succumb~ to. the spec
tacle it claims to critique. This does not, however, do JUStice to the 
double-edged way in which that visual appeal is constituted and 
implicitly interrogated. 




